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Song 1 
 
Song - Maps 
Artist - Maroon 5 
Why - I interpret this song as a breakup, and this song in my mind would be perfect from Birdie’s 
point of view to joaquin during the period that she is trying to get back together with him. 
Connected Lyric -  The lyric “oh baby why did you run away” fits perfectly to me because 
Joaquin ran away from Birdie and she doesn’t know why he did. 
 
Song 2 
 
Song - I think I’m in love 
Artist - Kat Dahlia 
Why - This song is about someone being in love again after either breaking up with someone or 
being broken up with. I think this song would make sense towards the end of the book from 
grace’s point of view. 
Connected Lyric - The lyric that I think fits into the story from this song is “I didn’t think it would 
be true, let alone that it would be you.” Grace didn’t think that she would fall in love ever again, 
and she definitely didn’t think it would be Rafe. 
 
Song 3 
 
Song - Changes 
Artist - XXXTentacion 
Why - This song is about somebody that the singer loves changing into something the singer 
doesn’t love like they used too. I think this song would fit in in the part in the book where Claire 
and Maya fight and break up. 
Connected Lyric - The lyric that I think fits the best here is “Baby I don’t understand this” 
Because Claire doesn’t Really understand why Maya broke up with her. 
 
Song 4 
 
Song - The knife in my back 
Artist - Alec benjamin 
Why - This song makes sense in the context of Grace and Max’s relationship. 
Connected Lyric - “I was just surprised at how you turned on me so fast.” connects to the 
meeting Grace’s parents had with Max’s parents where Grace saw that Max wasn’t on her side. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Song 5 
 
Song - Anxiety 
Artist - Blackbear 
Why - This song would make sense from Grace’s point of view when she feels untethered when 
peach/Milly is gone. 
Connected Lyric - The lyric that connects best to me is “I can’t eat, I can’t sleep, you give me 
anxiety.” Either Grace can’t take care of herself well because Milly is with another family and 
she feels anxious that she picked the wrong family for milly 
 
 
 
 
Song 6 
 
Song - Ignite 
Artist - K-391 
Why - This song would make sense during any scene with Maya and Claire, Before the fight or 
after they got back together. 
Connected Lyric - The chorus of “One touch and I ignite” Fits in because Maya feels better 
when Claire is around. 
 
Song 7 
 
Song - I like me better 
Artist - Lauv 
Why - This song could be from any character's perspective. I like it from Maya’s perspective 
where she likes her life a lot better when Claire is with her. 
 


